To: Climate Technology Centre Network  
UN City, Copenhagen  
Denmark

Dear Sir/Madam,

SUBJECT: JOINT REGIONAL REQUEST TO THE CLIMATE TECHNOLOGY CENTRE NETWORK (CTCN) TO SUPPORT ACCELERATED TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER IN GREEN COOLING TECHNOLOGIES IN AFRICA

With this letter, we confirm our participation in the Green Cooling Africa Initiative and our joint regional request to the Climate Technology Centre Network (CTCN) to catalyse a network supporting the accelerated technology transfer for Green Cooling technologies to the participating African Countries. Through the transfer of know-how and technologies of energy efficient technologies, low GWP refrigerants and enabling environments, the network will support the long term sustainable path for the cooling needs of African countries. Best practices will be shared regionally and internationally in a systematic and collaborative way.

Through the support of the CTCN, Ghana, Kenya, Mauritius and Namibia are willing to establish a model with best practices on Green Cooling Technology energy efficiency and refrigerants standards to be replicated and joined by other African countries.

Your cooperation is highly appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Jonathan M. Kamwi  
National Designated Authority: Namibia

Cc: Ghana National Designated Authority